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Abstract (sample)

Robotics will continue to become intertwined with our daily lives, which will ultimately result in the need for more highly trained individuals to both operate and repair robotics equipment. The ability of academics and researchers to supply individuals capable of performing these tasks will be a substantial challenge in the future. Currently, there are few individuals available to perform these highly skilled tasks; furthermore, institutions and programs for training these individuals are scarce. All of the various sectors of growth point to an increase in the need for robotics technicians in the near future. With this increase will come the need for educational programs to supply the technical skills and training in the various areas of robotics research and development. To keep up with this demand institutions of higher learning will have to adapt and come up with diversified programs for robotics education while overcoming spatial, temporal, and budget limitations. This paper discusses the impediments that face the researcher and academic institutions when trying to implement such training programs and explains the ability of Virtual Modeling and Simulation (VM&S) systems to mitigate such problems. In addition, a solution system, Virtual-Robots (VROBO), is developed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, and its constituent parts are analyzed to show the mapping between the part and the impediment that it tries to eliminate.
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1. Introduction

The idea of robotic mechanisms has fascinated humans since the first machines were built. Before the first robot was even constructed, the popular view of robotics consisted of human-like machines that could walk, talk, and perform as well as their human counterparts [4]. Despite this popular view of humanoid robots, industrial robotics has been the most dominant area of research and growth in the years that followed. Even today, sophisticated humanoid type robots are still far away from realization. Their industrial type counterparts still constitute the largest percentage of robotics sales and research [23], [13].

Our need for robotics will continue to grow, as we become more emerged in technology and prices for robotic manipulators decrease. The International Federation of Robotics (IFR), a leading authority in the robotics industry, estimated that worldwide robotics sales were up 15% in the year 2000 [23]. Even though the majority of robotics sales will continue to be generated by manufacturing industries such as automotive companies, we are beginning to see robotics spread into other areas including military applications, and aids for home and work use [23]. Some recent examples of the growth of industrial robotics into other areas include the recent use of robotics in packaging the new European currency and the development of a robotic system that de-bones pork loin [18], [11].

Bla bla ...

1.1. Problem Domain
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1.1.1. Next Section
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1.2. Physical Robot Problems
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2. Previous Work (Literature Review)

Most existing and future robotic applications are geared towards the military, workspace, and home. Military use promises to be a strong source of growth for the robotics community. Since its formation in 1990 the federally funded Joint Robotics Program (JRP) has received substantial funding averaging around 12 million dollars per year. The main purpose of the program is to develop autonomous and remotely operated robots for use in surveillance and reconnaissance. The military sees benefits that robotics have to offer as remotely operated vehicles for surveillance of hostile areas and remote disarming of explosives [7]. The first area where robots are making our tasks easier is the workplace. One work area that has promising growth is in the aid to medical technicians. Various robots are undergoing trials .......
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3. Methodology
Before the implementation of VROBO certain criteria were established to be used as guidelines during the design and evaluation phases. The criteria are shown below and they are the same as the criteria used to evaluate virtual modeling and simulation:

- Reduced Cost
- Flexibility
- Complexity
- Portability
- Network/Internet capabilities.

VROBO’s architecture is shown in the block diagram in Figure 1, and the systems functionality is as follows:

- The user selects a specific robot to program.
- The programming is done using a generic programming language that was developed specifically for this system and is based on existing robotic programming languages.
- The program is simulated on the robot that is displayed on the GUI.
- The program can be modified and tried again until the user is satisfied with the results.
- Once the program is complete, the user can download the program to the controller of the actual robot being simulated.
- During the download phase, a translation is done from the VROBO programming language to the specific language of the actual robot.
- Finally the program can be executed on the real system.
The GUI, was built using current Java technologies. The interface consists of four main areas: the Controller Selection List Box (CSLB), the Controller Panel (PL), the Robot Selection List Box (RSLB), and the Robot Panel (RP). When the application is first executed

### 3.1. Tool Selection and Meeting Cost, Portability and Networking Criteria

In selecting technologies to implement the system, it was necessary to pick tools that would maximize realization of the goals at hand. Some of the choices may actually meet an entire goal, while others just encouraged the success of a compliant system. Nevertheless, by the selection of tools, the system was able to realize large progress for the cost, portability, and networking criteria.

Since the system is based on freely available Java technologies, it was possible to reduce the costs of the developer and the user of the system. The Java components consisted of both core Java technologies and the use of add-on libraries. The Java3D API provides the ability to build customized scene graphs that can be rendered into Java based interfaces using native OpenGL calls on UNIX based and Windows based systems. In addition to the OpenGL binding, support for native DirectX use is available for Windows users [26].

High levels of portability were achieved through the selection of Java technologies. This was possible due to the availability of JREs and Java3D implementations for both UNIX platforms and Microsoft Windows. Furthermore, since OpenGL implementations are provided on most platforms, it is possible for the OpenGL Java3D binding to be used on either UNIX or Windows platforms also [1].
Java itself was developed to take advantage of networking from the beginning. In addition, Java makes it easier to make use of networks and supplies different layers to suit different needs. For example, it provides high-level APIs to the user for HTTP and FTP protocols while still giving access to lower level programming interfaces such as sockets [9]. Not only does the Java environment provide mechanisms for protocol communications, it also provides ways of downloading remote code to be executed either in the Browser or thru the use of Java Web Start technologies.

3.2. System Design and Implementation

In the previous section, three of the criteria were discussed. The entire criterion for portability was realized; however, the criteria of cost and networking were only partly fulfilled by choosing Java based tools. In the case of cost, the only additional gesture that must be performed is the release of the software as open source. The open source paradigm would allow individuals to freely use and modify the code without paying licensing fees or having other types of costs incurred [16]. However, that still leaves the criterion of networking to consider in the design and implementation of the system. This criterion, accompanied by the criteria not directly affected by the tool selection, results in making careful design decisions that will increase the overall flexibility, decrease the technical complexity, and take advantage of the networking capabilities that the Java API has to offer [12].

3.2.1. Flexibility

The system provides a number of controllers and articulated figures via the GUI. These controllers and articulated figures can be mixed and matched as needed which in itself provides a great deal of flexibility. The CSLB currently provides the user with three different controllers.
Figure 2 shows the MCP controller with the Cobra 600 robot and the ArticulatedLine2D and ArticulatedLine3D. Each of these controllers can be selected at anytime during the duration of the program.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Case Study 1

5. Conclusion

The VROBO system meets most of the criteria considered under the new system development. Due to the use of freely available JAVA application programming interfaces it was possible to keep the cost of
system development to zero. In addition, the system provides the ability to use pre-constructed controllers and articulated figures, create additional controllers and articulated figures via extension of JAVA interfaces, and the ability to do offline programming of the robot with the built in language. These features of the system demonstrate the flexibility of the system. Furthermore, the complexity of the system is provided in a layered approach with the user only needing to manipulate the articulated figures through the supplied controllers. The next layer of complexity is the use of the offline programming capabilities of the system. The user who needs more functionality than these two provide, can extend the system to create new controllers, robots, and work cells. The reliance on Java APIs provides the platform-independent capabilities of the system. This is possible because of the multiple platforms that provide Java Runtime Environments, which the software system developed is capable of utilizing. Finally, increased networking support is demonstrated thru the use of applets and the possibilities that are possible by using the networking packages that are available in the JAVA application-programming interface. Since the system that was developed significantly reduces the barriers that impede the development of robotics programs, it is more likely for these programs to be implemented and utilized to meet the current and future needs of the robotics industry.
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